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The Ancestry of Melvin Earl Mattson (1926-

2010)

By Janice Melvinsdotter Gallant

Background - Swedish Finns

When I was growing up, my father told us that his parents were Swedish

and that they immigrated to the United States. I naturally assumed that

meant that they came here from Sweden, though in hindsight, I don’t

recall Dad ever actually mentioning Sweden. Many years later, when I

began researching my genealogy on-line, one of my earliest finds was my

Swedish grandmother’s 1910 immigration record on the Ellis Island

website. As I expected, her nationality was listed as “Sweden”. But I was

surprised to see that her birthplace was listed as “Mallaks, Finland”.

Swedish empire in the 17th century

It turns out that my father’s parents belonged to an ethnic group within

Finland known as Swedish Finns. Hundreds of years ago, the Swedish

empire controlled large parts of modern-day Finland, Norway and other

countries. During this time, settlers moved from present-day Sweden

across the Gulf of Bothnia to southern and western coastal areas of

Finland. At one time, almost 20% of the Finnish population primarily spoke

Swedish. That number has declined over the years; as of 2020, about 5%

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swedish-speaking_population_of_Finland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swedish_Empire
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of the Finnish population primarily speak Swedish. According to

Wikipedia, famous Swedish Finns include:

Jean Sibelius (1865-1957) – Widely regarded as Finland’s greatest

composer

Linus Torvalds – Creator of the Linux kernel

Tove Jansson (1914-2001) – Author of the Moomin books

Johan Ludvig Runeberg (1804-1877) – Considered a national poet of

Finland

Map of Finland showing Ostrobothnia

Swedish speakers are concentrated in certain parts of Finland. My father’s

parents came from an area known as Ostrobothnia, which received many

settlers from Sweden. My grandparents were descended from those

Swedish settlers. Both of my grandparents spoke Swedish and thought of

themselves as Swedish. Their families had very deep roots in Ostrobothnia,

particularly around Malax.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Swedish-speaking_Finns
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostrobothnia_(region)
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Map of Ostrobothnia

Both of my grandparents grew up on farms near Övermalax, a village near

Malax in Ostrobothnia. As of 2021, the population of Malax is about 5500

people, of whom 88% are Swedish speakers. Övermalax is about 3.5 miles

from Malax. The largest city in the area is Vaasa, about 13 miles from

Malax. The current population of Vaasa is about 67,000 people, 25% of

whom are Swedish speakers.

As I was researching all of this on-line, I discovered the Swedish Finn

Historical Society, based in Seattle. Much of the information here is based

on information on their site. I highly recommend exploring their site if this

topic interests you.

Russia took over control of Finland from Sweden in 1809. In 1899, Russia

enacted unpopular “Russification” policies – including conscription edicts –

which spurred a wave of emigration from Finland that continued until

World War I. Many of the emigrants from Ostrobothnia were young

unmarried men. In North America, they commonly settled in communities

with other Swedish Finns. Most of them worked as laborers.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaasa
https://www.swedishfinnhistoricalsociety.org/
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My grandfather’s church certificate

My grandfather was probably typical. He was 22 years old and unmarried

when he emigrated from Finland in 1907. At that time, emigrants from

rural parishes received a certificate from the church with their full name.

My grandfather’s certificate, dated April 1907, was found among my

father’s papers after his death.

Translated – with lots of help from Google Translate:

Worker Johan Edvard Mattsson Baddar from Afrermalaks village born

December 20, 1884 in Malaks, is a communion-eligible member of the

evangelical lutheran congregation, vaccinated with their civic trust.

Before going any further, I need to discuss my grandfather’s name. In the

United States, his full name was John Edward Mattson; everyone called

him Ed. In Finland, his full name was Johan Edvard Mattsson Baddar.

Baddar was his surname and Mattsson was his patronymic; his father was
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Mattias Baddar. When Swedish Finns came to the United States, they

commonly used their patronymic as a surname. Hence we see surnames

such as Erickson, Carlson, Olofson, and, of course, Mattson. The surname

question is further complicated because in many parts of Finland, standard

surnames were not used until 1920. So when I say that my grandfather’s

surname in Finland was Baddar, what I am really saying is that he lived on

a Baddar farm. In those days, if somebody moved from one farm to

another, their “surname” changed.

What follows is an attempt to tell the story of Melvin Mattson’s

ancestors, going back to his great great grandparents (born in the late

18th century). Tedious details about where the information came from

are contained in Appendix 1. For now, suffice it to know that:

Much of this information was derived from Lutheran church

records, particularly family communion records.

These records are available on-line for the Malax church through

about 1860. After 1860, on-line records for Malax are scarce.

Hence, the most likely errors here are errors of omission (missing

people, missing life events) particularly after about 1860.

Melvin Mattson’s Father: John Edward Mattson (1884-

1947)

John Edward “Ed” Mattson grew up on the Baddar farm near Övermalax in

Finland. He was the third of ten children:

Karl Alfred (1881-1954)

Anna Sofia (1883-1957)

Johan Edvard (Melvin’s father, aka Ed Mattson, 1884-1947)

Anna Karolina (1886-1931)

Mathias (1888-1945)

August (1890-1950)

Ida Marie (1893-1950)

Axel (1895-1973)

Elsa (1897-1899)

Ivar (1900-1975)

https://www.swedishfinnhistoricalsociety.org/the-basics-of-reading-a-parish-communion-record/
https://digihakemisto.net/aineisto/1282202665
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The two eldest sons – Karl Alfred and Johan Edvard – were the only ones to

emigrate to the U.S. My grandfather came over in 1907 and his older

brother followed him in 1910. Their motivation is not known – it may have

been concern about being drafted into the Russian army. In any event, the

two brothers were part of the mass migration from Ostrobothnia that was

occurring during these years and which is so well described on the

Swedish Finn Historical Society website.

Ed Mattson’s Father: Mattias Karlsson Baddar (1847-1902)

Baddar is a very old name around Övermalax. Mattias Baddar was

descended from a long line on the Baddar farm, dating back to at least the

mid 1700s.

As previously noted, the “surname” Baddar simply meant that a person

lived on the Baddar farm. Family communion records were recorded and

organized by farm. As a result, one can see at a glance how many people

lived on a particular farm – typically dozens – including the landowners,

tenant farmers, farmhands, maids, children, elderly widows and more. Not

everybody on the farm is related even though they share the same

“surname”.

When you examine the family communion records for the Baddar farm,

decade after decade, the same family is always listed first. You can easily

trace it from father to son across the generations. Clearly, this particular

family occupied a senior role in the farm hierarchy, probably the

landowners. Mattias Baddar was a direct male descendant of this family

line on the Baddar farm. (Ditto for Ed Mattson, Melvin Mattson and my

brother Mark.)

Mattias Karlsson Baddar grew up on the Baddar farm as the fourth of

eleven children; at least three of his siblings died before reaching

adulthood. When he was in his early 30s, Mattias Baddar married Ulla

Bata from the Stolpe farm; she was in her early 20’s. As previously noted,

they raised ten children on the Baddar farm, including Ed Mattson.

Mattias Baddar died in 1902 at the age of 55.

Mattias Baddar’s Father and Paternal Grandparents

https://www.swedishfinnhistoricalsociety.org/
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Mattias Baddar’s father was Karl Johansson Baddar (1824-1906). Karl

grew up on the Baddar farm as the youngest of fifteen children. Ten of his

siblings died in infancy or childhood. Karl was one of only two sons to

survive to adulthood.

When Karl was in his late teens, he married Anna Lisa Mattsdotter from

the Smed farm near Övermalax, who was also in her late teens. Karl and

Anna Lisa lived on the Baddar farm where they had eleven children

including Mattias; at least three of their children died before adulthood.

Both Karl and Anna Lisa lived to a ripe old age, 82 and 74 respectively.

Karl’s parents were Johan Johansson Baddar (1780-1863) and Maria

Mattsdotter (1782-1864) from the Gullman farm near Övermalax. As

previously noted, Johan and Maria had fifteen children on the Baddar farm,

ten of whom died before adulthood. Karl was their youngest child. Johan

lived to be 83 years old; Maria died at 82.

Mattias Baddar’s Mother and Maternal Grandparents

Mattias Baddar’s mother was Anna Lisa Mattsdotter (1823-1897) from the

Smed farm near Övermalax. Anna Lisa was born in Jurva, about 25 miles
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southeast of Malax. She was the fourth of ten children; at least five of her

siblings died before reaching adulthood.

In 1832 when Anna Lisa was 9 years old, she was sent from Jurva to

Övermalax where she lived on the Smed farm with her aunt Stina and

uncle Carl. The motive for this is unknown, but it is worth noting that Stina

and Carl had five young children who all died between 1825 and 1829.

Stina and Carl went on to have two more children in 1832 and 1835. Their

niece Anna Lisa would have been old enough to help with these children.

About ten years after moving to Övermalax, Anna Lisa married Karl

Baddar and moved to the Baddar farm. As previously noted, she gave birth

to eleven children including Mattias Baddar. Anna Lisa Mattsdotter died in

1897 at the age of 74.

Anna Lisa’s parents were Matts Hellberg (1781-1851) and Lisa

Abrahamsdotter (1795-1867) from the Smed farm in Övermalax. Unlike

Mattias Baddar’s other ancestors, Matts Hellberg moved about during his

lifetime, taking his wife and children with him, so there is a bit more of a

story to tell.

Matts Hellberg was born in Laihia, about 20 miles east of Malax. He first

shows up in the records in 1802 as a single 21 year old in Laihia, identified

as “Matts Bohm”. The surname “Bohm” may come from a German word for

“tree”. It was sometimes chosen as a surname for someone who lived by a

particularly conspicuous tree or who tended trees for a living.

In 1814, Matts Bohm (33 years old) married Lisa Abrahamsdotter (19

years old) and moved to the Smed farm near Övermalax. He appears on

the Smed farm in the church records as the Måg (son-in-law) of the head

of the household (Lisa’s father Abraham). Lisa gave birth to three children

during their years in Övermalax. In about 1823, Lisa, Matts and their

children moved to Jurva, about 25 miles southeast of Malax. Seven more

children were born to Matts and Lisa in Jurva, including Anna Lisa, future

mother of Mattias Baddar. As previously noted, at least five of Matts’s and

Lisa’s ten children did not survive to adulthood.

After moving to Jurva, Matts Bohm began using the name “Matts Hacko”.

According to the Dictionary of American Family Names by Patrick Hanks,

the name “Hacko” may be derived from the Finnish word halko meaning

“split log”. Thus “Hacko” could be a nickname for a proficient log splitter.
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In about 1833, Matts stopped using “Hacko” and began using the name

“Matts Hellberg”. At the age of 52, perhaps he was tired of splitting logs,

who knows? The name Hellberg loosely translates as “bedrock”.

Matts Hellberg died in Jurva in 1851 at the age of 70. His widow Lisa

Abrahamsdotter returned to Övermalax where she moved in with her

daughter Anna Lisa and son-in-law Karl Baddar. Lisa Abrahamsdotter died

in 1867 at the age of 72.

Ed Mattson’s Mother: Ulla Bata Josefsdotter Stolpe (1857-

1927)

Ed Mattson’s mother Ulla Bata Stolpe was descended from a line of

blacksmiths. Her father and both of her grandfathers worked as

blacksmiths in the Övermalax area. When I learned this, I was in email

communication with Kimberly at the Swedish Finn Historical Society. Here

is an excerpt from an email that I received from her:

Yesterday I headed to our library to get a copy of “Hammaren och

Städet—Smeder och Smedjor i Malax” (The Hammer and the Anvil—

Blacksmiths and Forges in Malax). It covers blacksmiths in the 1900s

so it did not have information about your ancestor but it did mention

that in Övermalax the forests were predominantly birch. This wood

was good for building transportation such as sleds, wheels, etc. This

kind of manufacturing required a blacksmith to make the metal

supports. In Yttermalax the forests were predominantly conifers which

were used for furniture and required no blacksmith. Another

interesting fact was that prior to 1867 craftsmen in the countryside

were not allowed to sell their goods, this was reserved for city

dwellers. This meant that before 1867 farmers would together build a

village forge and the blacksmith was allowed to perform his duties for

the farmers at a reduced price. It was tough for Josef to make a living

at the time of these communion records.

There is a preserved forge at the Stundars Village (open air museum)

in Solf and it is from the Granholm farm in Övermalax, Malax. Next

time you are in Finland you may want to go check it out.
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Ulla Bata Stolpe was born in Malax in 1857. She was the first of two

children born to Josef Wästerberg and his wife Anna Lisa Mattsdotter from

the Smed farm. A sister Johanna Sofia was born in 1859 but apparently

died in infancy.

When Ulla Bata was three years old, her mother Anna Lisa died. Her

father Josef remarried and Ulla Bata grew up with at least two younger

half-sisters. The family lived on the Stolpe farm near Övermalax, where

Josef worked as a blacksmith.

When Ulla Bata was in her early 20s, she married Mattias Baddar and

moved to the Baddar farm. She gave birth to 10 children, including Ed

Mattson. Her husband Mattias died in 1902 when Ulla Bata was 45 years

old. Ulla Bata lived on until 1927, dying at the age of 70.

Ulla Bata Stolpe’s Father and Paternal Grandparents

Ulla Bata’s father was Josef Josefsson Wästerberg (1836-1897). Josef grew

up on the Stolpe farm near Övermalax as an only child, the son of a

blacksmith. When he was in his early 20s, he married Anna Lisa

Mattsdotter (1834-1860) from the Svefvar farm near Övermalax, who was

also in her early 20s. Josef and Anna Lisa lived on the Stolpe farm where

Josef, like his father, worked as a blacksmith. Josef and Anna Lisa had two

daughters (Ulla Bata and Johanna Sofia). As previously noted, Johanna

Sofia and Anna Lisa died, leaving widower Josef with a 3 year old daughter

Ulla Bata. Josef soon remarried and at least two more daughters were

brought into the family. Josef died in 1897 at the age of 61.

Josef Wästerberg’s father was Josef Olofsson Wästerberg (1780-1855). The

senior Josef Wästerberg was born on the Probst farm near Petalax, about 9

miles southwest of Malax. He was sometimes identified as Josef Nojärvi. As

a young man in Petalax, he married Maria Carlsdotter, and they had two

daughters, both of whom died in infancy. Maria’s fate is not known.

In about 1820, Josef moved from Petalax to Övermalax. Another daughter –

Anna Beata – was born in 1821, noted as “illegitimate” in the Lutheran

church records. Anna Beata’s mother was Anna Brita Larsdotter. Josef,

Anna Beata and Anna Brita shared a household in Övermalax for a number
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of years in the 1820s and 1830s. They spent time on both the Fiskar farm

and the Stolpe farm. Josef’s occupation was smed (blacksmith).

In about 1835, 55 year old Josef Wästerberg married 29 year old Anna Lisa

Israelsdotter from the Fogde farm. Like Josef, Anna Lisa had an

illegitimate daughter, 8 year old Johanna. Josef and Anna Lisa had one

child together: a son Josef Josefsson Wästerberg born in 1836. A church

record from 1837 shows Josef senior, Anna Lisa and young Josef junior

together in the same household with Johanna (Anna Lisa’s illegitimate

daughter), Anna Bata (Josef’s illegitimate daughter) and Anna Brita (Anna

Bata’s mother and longtime companion of Josef senior).

By 1847, Josef senior, Anna Lisa, and Josef junior were together on the

Stolpe farm near Övermalax. Josef continued working as a blacksmith

through these years. Josef Olofsson Wästerberg died in 1855 at the age of

75. Anna Lisa Israelsdotter died in 1892 at the age of 86.

Ulla Bata Stolpe’s Mother and Maternal Grandparents

Ulla Bata’s mother was Anna Lisa Mattsdotter (1834-1860) from the

Svefvar farm. Anna Lisa grew up as the sixth of eight children. At least

three of her siblings did not survive to adulthood.

As previously described, Anna Lisa married blacksmith Josef Wästerberg

when both of them were in their early 20s. They lived on the Stolpe farm

where Anna Lisa gave birth to two daughters – Ulla Bata and Johanna

Sofia. Johanna Sofia died in infancy, and Anna Lisa Mattsdotter died in

1860 at only 26 years old.

Anna Lisa’s parents were Matthias Markusson Svefvar (1799-1856) and

Ulrika Mattsdotter (1799-?) from the Gullman farm. Matthias lived his

entire life on the Svefvar farm. When he was in his early 20s, he married

Ulrika Mattsdotter, who was also in her early 20s. Ulrika moved to the

Svefvar farm, where she and Matts had eight children, including Anna

Lisa. As previously noted, at least three of their children did not survive to

adulthood. Church records show that Matthias worked as a blacksmith.

Matthias Markusson Svefvar died in 1856 at the age of 57. It is not known

when Ulrika Mattsdotter died.
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Observation regarding the names of Ed Mattson’s siblings:

According to the Swedish Finn Historical Society, when parents

named their children, “It was common for the first name, in the given

name, to be in honor of a relative and to use the second name as their

first name.” And this appears to be very much the case when Mattias

Baddar and Ulla Bata Stolpe chose names for their children.

Their first son was named Carl Alfred, probably after Mattias’s father

Karl Johansson Baddar. Their second son was named Johan Edvard,

probably after Mattias’s paternal grandfather Johan Johansson Baddar.

Interestingly, although Mattias and Ulla Bata had more sons, they

never used the name Josef.

Similarly, looking at their daughters, their first two daughters were

named Anna Sofia and Anna Karolina. Both Mattias’s and Ulla Bata’s

mothers were named Anna Lisa, so they probably named one daughter

for each of the two grandmothers.

Ed Mattson - Emigration and Early Years in the U.S. (1907-

1925)

Melvin Mattson’s father Ed Mattson, son of Mattias Baddar and Ulla Bata

Stolpe, left Övermalax in 1907 and headed for the United States. The

details of Ed’s trip are not known. Typically, emigrants traveled by train to

Hanko on the southern coast of Finland. Travellers usually spent a night in

Hanko before embarking on a ship to Hull, England. From Hull, there was

a train ride to either Liverpool or Southampton, and then another ship to

cross the Atlantic to the United States.

Ed Mattson arrived at Ellis Island in May 1907 on the RMS Campania out

of Liverpool. The Campania had entered service 14 years earlier; at one

time it was the largest and fastest passenger liner afloat. The Campania

made about 250 crossings from Liverpool to New York over its lifetime,

each crossing requiring about 6 days. The Campania continued to serve as

a passenger liner until 1914.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RMS_Campania
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Ed Mattson as a young man

My grandfather told the immigration officials that his name was Edvard

Baddar and that he planned to join his friend Isak Stone in Daggett,

Michigan. His Ellis Island record notes that he had $20. To put this in

perspective, most of his fellow travelers had $10; none had over $40.

After Ellis Island, the next record that I can find of my grandfather is the

1910 US census, which shows “Ed Matson” at a boarding house in

Escanaba, Michigan. Despite the minor misspelling of his name, I am

confident that this is the correct census record because all of the other

information is consistent with what we know of my grandfather. Matson’s

age was 25 – correct given that the census was in April 1910 and my

grandfather was born in December 1884. Matson was an unmarried

Swedish Finn who arrived in the US in 1907, also correct. His occupation

was laborer at a railroad. According to the census record, he spoke

English; was not a US citizen; and was able to read and write.

In November 1910, my grandfather’s older brother Carl Alfred Mattson

emigrated from Finland and joined my grandfather in Escanaba. Just as my

grandfather was commonly called “Ed”, his brother Carl Alfred Mattson

was commonly called “Fred”. Ed and Fred Mattson appear together in the

1911 and 1913 Escanaba city directories, living at 807 Escanaba Avenue, a
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few blocks from the docks and railroad yard. In 1911, the occupation of

both men was “laborer”. In the 1913 directory, Ed’s occupation was still

laborer and Fred’s was “secretary hand”.

Examination of the 1911 and 1913 Escanaba city directories reveals that

Ed Mattson may have been briefly married to – or at least cohabited with –

another woman some years before he met my grandmother.

1911 Escanaba city directory

The 1911 Escanaba city directory shows Edward Mattson and Fred

Mattson, both single, working as laborers, and boarding at 807 Escanaba

Avenue. Note that there is also a Gustav Mattson, another laborer

boarding at the same address. Mattson was a common surname taken by

Swedish Finns when they came to America.
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1913 Escanaba city directory

The 1913 Escanaba city directory shows Edward and Frederick Mattson

still at 807 Escanaba Avenue. However, Edward appears with a wife

“Anna”. This is the only reference to Anna that I have found – she does not

appear with Edward in the 1918 Escanaba city directory – so I suspect that

this was an unofficial and relatively brief relationship. However, if any of

Melvin Mattson’s descendants run a DNA test and turn up some distant

cousins in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, this could be at the root of it.

Ed Mattson, unknown date
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In 1918, Ed and Fred Mattson registered for the draft together, providing

each other’s name as “closest relative”. The draft board described Ed

Mattson’s height as tall (from tall, medium, and short); his build as

medium (from slender, medium, and stout); his eyes as blue and his hair as

brown. Ed and Fred Mattson were both still living on Escanaba Avenue,

but now at two different addresses a couple of blocks from their original

address. In 1918, Ed’s occupation was “Laborer on dock, working for C&M

& St. Paul”. Fred’s occupation was also laborer, but he was not employed.

Fred Mattson lived in Escanaba for the rest of his life, appearing regularly

in the Escanaba city directory and US Census records. He married a

Swedish woman Marie Bolin in about 1920. As far as I can tell, they never

had any children. Fred Mattson spent many years working as a carpenter

for the railroad. Marie died in 1940 and Fred died in 1954.

Ed Mattson, about 1925

I have struggled to find a record for Ed Mattson in the 1920 U.S. Census.

The most likely candidate shows an Edward Mattson working at a lumber

camp in Cary, Wisconsin. This census record lists hundreds of men of

various nationalities (mostly Polish, Lithuanian, and Finnish), most of them

employed at the lumber camp as laborers, including Edward Mattson. All

of the data – pages of it – was clearly entered by a single individual. There
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are a number of minor discrepancies in the record for Edward Mattson,

but they seem plausible under the circumstances. (Imagine a census taker

in a busy logging camp with hundreds of immigrant laborers, probably

working off of an employee list provided by management.) So in the census

record, Ed Mattson’s native tongue is listed as Finnish. His age is off by

three years, and his year of immigration is off by one year.

This (possible) census record is the only public record I have found of Ed

Mattson between 1918 and 1926. However, I do know that in late 1925, his

life went through some big changes when he encountered my grandmother

Amanda Strom…

Melvin Mattson’s Mother: Amanda Strom (1883-1973)

My grandmother Amanda Eriksdotter Ström was born in Malax, Finland in

1883. She was the first of four children born to her parents Erik Ström and

Maria Gästgifvar. When Amanda was eight years old, both of her younger

sisters (Johanna and Elisabeth) died. Two years later, her younger brother

Johannes also died.

Although she had no surviving full siblings, Amanda did have three older

half-sisters: Maria Sofia (13 years older than Amanda); Anna Ulrika (11

years older than Amanda); and Wendla (8 years older than Amanda).

When Amanda was 16 years old, both of her parents died, several months

apart. Her maternal grandfather also died that year.

When Amanda was 18 years old, she married 38 year old Isak Ström.

(Given the non-standard use of surnames in Finland at that time, it was not

unusual for a bride and groom to have the same “surname”.) Isak’s

occupation is recorded as “sailor”.

Several weeks after Isak and Amanda were married, Amanda’s half-sister

Wendla died, leaving a 5 year old son Victor. Amanda and Isak took Victor

in and raised him as their own son.

In 1907, when Amanda was 23 years old, the Ström family moved to

England, where they ran a boardinghouse for seamen. (According to my

father, this was in Hull, England. However, when Amanda applied for her
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US citizenship in 1936, she stated that her previous foreign residence was

in South Shields, England.)

Amanda Strom, about 1912

Amanda was a strong willed woman who didn’t think much of drinking and

gambling. According to family legend, she once stormed into a room where

Isak was drinking and playing cards with his friends at the boardinghouse.

Amanda threw things aside and chased Isak’s friends out of the house. She

was petite but could be formidable.

According to my father, Isak was an easy going guy, a seaman, gone for

months at a time. One day in 1910, Amanda told him that she had decided

to go to America. The next time Isak went to sea, Amanda packed herself

and young Victor up and went to America, traveling first to Glasgow

(probably via train) and then taking the SS Furnessia to New York.

The SS Furnessia had been put into service 30 years earlier, and made

many crossings from Glasgow to New York during its lifetime, each

crossing taking about 10 days. It was scrapped in 1911, the year after my

grandmother and Victor crossed the Atlantic. I am guessing that the

Furnessia was on its last legs when Amanda and Victor crossed, and that

their journey was slower and less pleasant than Ed Mattson’s journey 3

years earlier on the Campania.
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Amanda and Victor arrived at Ellis Island on August 24, 1910. According to

the immigration record, Amanda was a 26 year old housewife, able to read

and write, with a fresh complexion, fair hair and blue eyes. She told the

immigration officials that she was going to East Templeton, Massachusetts

to join her sister Emma Strom. (When I shared this information with my

father, he was surprised because he had never heard of Emma. And my

genealogy research has not yet turned up any Emmas…)

Isak followed Amanda to America, arriving in New York on May 15, 1911.

He joined her and Victor in Gardner, Massachusetts. A daughter Ellen

Amanda was born in 1914 and a son Isak Oren was born in 1915. Isak

senior worked as a janitor until 1919, when he got a job as a laborer at an

oil stove factory. The family lived at various addresses in Gardner over the

years, moving to 87 Church Street in 1925.

Family photo taken around 1914. From left: Victor, Amanda, Ellen

(infant), Isak

Amanda Strom’s Father: Erik Mattsson Ström (1858-1900)
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Erik Mattsson Ström was born in Malax in 1858. He grew up on the

Gästgifvar farm near Övermalax as the fifth of six children born to his

parents; two of his siblings died in infancy. He also had seven older living

half-siblings (by his father’s first wife, who died at the age of 40 after

giving birth to twelve children).

When Erik was in his early 20s, he married Maria Ulla Isaksdotter, who

also lived on the Gästgifvar farm. Maria Ulla was several years older than

Erik and already had three young daughters. Erik and Maria went on to

have four more children: Amanda, Johannes, Johanna, and Elisabeth. Sadly,

only Amanda survived childhood.

Erik’s occupation is recorded in the church records as Backstugusittare,

which translates as “crofter”.

If you are like me, and not quite sure what a “crofter” is,

Dictionary.com defines it as a person who rents and works a small

farm. This suggests that Amanda came from more humble

circumstances than her future husband Ed Mattson. Ed Mattson’s

family was the primary family on the Baddar farm, probably the

landowners. Amanda’s father was a tenant farmer, not a landowner.

And as previously noted, Ed’s accommodations crossing the Atlantic in

1907 were probably nicer than Amanda’s were when she and Victor

crossed in 1910.

In about 1889, Erik and his family moved from the Gästgifvar farm to the

Ström farm next door. Erik, who was previously known as Erik Mattsson

Gästgifvar, was now known as Erik Mattsson Ström.

Erik Mattsson Ström died in 1900 at the age of 42. His wife Maria Ulla

Isaksdotter died several months later.
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Farms in Melvin Mattson’s ancestry. The Ström and Gästgifvar

farms are neighbors and appear as a single icon.

Erik Ström’s Father and Paternal Grandparents

Erik Ström’s father was Matts Eriksson Gästgifvar (1806-1888). Matts

grew up on the Gästgifvar farm as the youngest of twelve children; six of

his siblings died in infancy or childhood.

In about 1831, Matts married his first wife Clara Louisa Jonasdotter; he

and Clara were both in their early to mid 20s. They lived on the Gästgifvar

farm and had twelve children before Clara died in 1848 at the age of 40.

Seven of their twelve children survived to adulthood.

In about 1849, 43 year old widower Matts Eriksson Gästgifvar married 31

year old Lisa Eriksdotter (1818-?) from the Holm farm near Malax. Lisa

moved to the Gästgifvar farm, where she and Matts had six children, four

of whom survived childhood, including Amanda Strom’s future father Erik
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Ström. Matts Eriksson Gästgifvar died in 1888 at the age of 82; the date of

Lisa’s death is not known.

In all of my genealogy research, Matts Eriksson Gästgifvar wins the

prize for most prolific: 18 children!

Matts Eriksson Gästgifvar’s parents – Erik Ström’s paternal grandparents

– were Erik Eriksson Gästgifvar (1766-1809) and Maria Johansdotter Holm

(1764-1840). Maria grew up on the Holm farm near Malax, and moved to

the Gästgifvar farm where she and Erik had twelve children. Six of their

children died in infancy or childhood. Erik died in 1809 at the age of 43,

leaving Maria with six children, the youngest being 3 year old Matts

Eriksson Gästgifvar. Maria remained on the Gästgifvar farm with her

children for many years, dying in 1840 at the age of 76.

Erik Ström’s Mother and Maternal Grandparents

Erik Ström’s mother was Lisa Eriksdotter (1818-?) from the Holm farm

near Malax. She grew up there as the seventh of twelve children; seven of

her siblings died in infancy or childhood. Lisa did not have any other

marriages or children before marrying Matts; she had lived her entire life

with her parents on the Holm farm. At 31 years old, she was probably

considered a spinster. Matts was a 43 year old widower with seven

children. As previously described, Lisa moved to the Gästgifvar farm,

where she and Matts had six more children, including Erik Ström (future

father of Amanda Strom). Lisa’s death date is unknown.

Lisa’s parents were Erik Johansson Holm (1780-1859) and Brita

Simonsdotter (1783-?) from the Kas farm near Malax. Erik and Brita

married in their early-to-mid 20s. They lived on the Kas farm for about

twenty years, where Brita gave birth to twelve children: four sons and

eight daughters. Seven of the children died in infancy or childhood,

including all of the boys.

Sometime in the mid 1820s, the family moved from the Kas farm to the

neighboring Holm farm, where Erik had grown up. The 1829 family

communion record shows Erik and Brita on the Holm farm with five

daughters: Anna Brita, Eva Caisa, Maria, Lisa and Ulrika. Several years

later, Erik and Brita still had four unmarried daughters: Eva Caisa (26
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years old), Maria (22 years old), Lisa (19 years old) and Ulrika (11 years

old). Ten years later, the 1847 family communion record shows that Maria,

Lisa and Ulrika were still unmarried and living at home with their parents.

Erik and Brita’s 31 year old daughter Lisa moved to the Gästgifvar farm in

about 1848 when she married 43 year old widower Matts Gästgifvar. Their

daughter Maria married in about 1851 and moved to the Ström farm. Their

youngest daughter Ulrika married in about 1856 and remained on the

Holm farm with her aging parents. Erik Johansson Holm died in 1859 at 79

years old. The date of Brita’s death is not known.

Amanda Strom’s Mother: Maria Ulla Isaksdotter Ström

(1851-1900)

Amanda’s mother Maria Ulla Isaksdotter was born in Malax in 1851, the

fourth of eight children. She grew up on the Gästgifvar farm near

Övermalax. She must have been well acquainted with her future husband

Erik Mattsson from childhood, because he also grew up on the Gästgifvar

farm.

When Maria Ulla was about 18 years old, she married Johannes

Johannesson Berg, who was then about 20 years old. A couple of years

later, when Maria Ulla was pregnant with their second child, Johannes

died in an accident in a windmill. Maria Ulla gave birth to her second child

a few months after losing her husband; she was now a widow with two

young daughters. In 1875, when Maria Ulla was about 24 years old, she

gave birth to a third daughter (noted as illegitimate by the church).

Maria Ulla married Amanda’s father Erik Ström in 1883. At the time, she

had three young daughters: 13 year old Maria Sofia, 11 year old Anna

Ulrika, and 8 year old Wendla. Maria and Erik soon had another daughter

together: Amanda. Three more children were born to them between 1885

and 1890, but all died in childhood. As previously noted, the family lived

on the Gästgifvar farm until about 1889, when they moved to the nearby

Ström farm.

Maria’s husband Erik died in February 1900 at the age of 42. Maria died in

December 1900 at the age of 49.
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Maria Ulla Ström’s Father and Paternal Grandparents

Maria Ulla Ström’s father was Isak Isaksson Gästgifvar (1824-1900). Isak

grew up on the Gästgifvar farm, the sixth of sixteen children. At least eight

of his siblings died in infancy or childhood. When Isak was in his early 20s,

he married Lisa Jonasdotter (1824-1895) from the neighboring Ström

farm; Lisa was also in her early 20s.

Lisa and Isak lived on the Gästgifvar farm in the early years of their

marriage. In about 1855, the family moved from the Gästgifvar farm to the

Ström farm next door. Over the years, Isak and Lisa had eight children

including Amanda Ström’s future mother Maria Ulla. Lisa died in 1895 at

71 years old. Isak died in 1900 at 76 years old.

Isak’s parents were Isak Abramsson Gästgifvar (1795-1865) and Lisa

Johansdotter (1798-1855) from the Holm farm. Isak grew up on the

Gästgifvar farm. Isak and Lisa married when Lisa was about 18 and Isak

was about 21. Lisa moved to the Gästgifvar farm where they had sixteen

children. As previously noted, at least eight of their children died in

infancy or childhood. Lisa died in 1855 at the age of 57. Isak lived another

decade, dying in 1865 at the age of 70.

Maria Ulla Ström’s Mother and Maternal Grandparents

Maria Ulla Ström’s mother was Lisa Jonasdotter (1824-1895) from the

Ström farm. Lisa grew up on the Ström farm as the ninth of fifteen

children; at least four of her siblings died in infancy or childhood.

When Lisa was in her early twenties, she married Isak Isaksson from the

nearby Gästgifvar farm. As previously noted, Lisa and Isak had eight

children. They lived in the Gästgifvar farm in the early years of their

marriage. In about 1855, the family moved to the Ström farm. Lisa

Jonasdotter died in 1895 at the age of 71.

Lisa’s parents were Jonas Marcusson Ström (1793-1855) and Brita

Jonasdotter (1793-1849) from the Kas farm near Övermalax. Jonas grew up

on the Ström farm and lived there his entire life. When he was in his late

teens, he married Brita Jonasdotter, who moved from the Kas farm to the
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Ström farm. As previously noted, Jonas and Brita had fifteen children, of

whom at least four died in infancy or childhood.

Brita Jonasdotter died in 1849 at the age of 56. Jonas Marcusson died in

1855 at the age of 62.

The Ed Mattson/Amanda Strom Family

In 1925, Amanda and Isak Strom had lived in Gardner, Massachusetts for

about 14 years. They had two children: 11 year old Ellen and 9 year old

Oren. In October 1925, Isak died suddenly after a bad fall on ice. Shortly

after Isak’s death, Amanda went to Escanaba, Michigan to visit friends.

While there, she ran into Ed Mattson from Övermalax. She and Ed had

both grown up on farms near Övermalax and were about the same age; it

seems likely that they had been acquainted with each other back in

Finland. Anyway, one thing led to another, and Amanda soon found herself

pregnant. Considering that she was 41 years old, I suspect that she was

surprised.
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Marriage certificate for Ed Mattson and Amanda Strom

Ed and Amanda were married in Gardner on May 22, 1926. Ed moved into

the house at 87 Church Street where Amanda and Isak had lived. Ed went

to work at the same oil stove factory where Isak had worked. Ed and

Amanda’s son Melvin Earl Mattson was born in the Church Street house

on August 6, 1926.

The 1930 US census shows the Ed Mattson household still in Gardner, with

Ed still working at the oil stove factory. But he lost his job soon after that

and the family moved to the Bronx in 1931. Ed got a job as a cleaning

superintendent at a building in Manhattan, and took the subway to work

every day.

According to my father, my grandfather was a quiet man, a heavy cigarette

smoker (Camels, no filter), and an expert repairman. He spoke English, but
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not very well. Ed and Amanda spoke Swedish at home, and my father

attended Bible study classes in Swedish as a young boy.

Family photo taken around 1930. Ed Mattson in back, Amanda

Strom sitting. Young boy is their son Melvin Earl Mattson.

Both Ed and Amanda were always very proud of their son Melvin. When

my father was a young boy, sometimes Ed would take him into bars to

show him off to his friends. It isn’t clear whether Amanda was aware of

these incidents but she probably would not have approved.
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Ed Mattson with his son Melvin

Like many Swedes, Ed and Amanda were Lutheran. In the early 1930’s,

Amanda began going to a Seventh Day Adventist church. Ed definitely did

not approve of that. One day he burst in during a service, and took his

young son Melvin out of the church with him. No doubt Amanda had a

thing or two to say to Ed afterwards. According to my father, the following

week several men from the church were stationed near the doors during

the service to prevent a recurrence.
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Ed Mattson about 1939. Photo taken from his naturalization

papers.

The Mattson family remained in the Bronx for many years. Ed and Amanda

became US citizens in 1939. In the 1940 US census, Ed gave his

occupation as porter at an apartment house with an annual income of

$1100. He had a 6th grade education, and paid a monthly rent of $25.

Amanda had a 5th grade education and her occupation was housework.

About 1940. From left: Amanda Strom Mattson, Signe Strom

(Oren’s wife, Amanda’s daughter-in-law), Larry Strom (Victor’s

son), Victor Strom, Melvin Mattson, Ed Mattson, Edith Strom

(Victor’s wife)

In July 1941, the following item appeared in the Escanaba Daily Press:

Edward Mattson of Bronx, N.Y., who moved from Escanaba to the east

sixteen years ago, has returned from a vacation visit with his brother,

Fred Mattson. This is Mr. Mattson’s first visit here since he went to

New York.
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When Ed registered for the draft in 1942, he reported that he worked as a

porter at the main office of Bing & Bing. Bing & Bing was an important

apartment real estate developer in New York City during the early 20th

century. They built for the luxury market and their buildings are regarded

by many as among New York City’s finest prewar properties.

Amanda Strom, about 1945

Ed Mattson died of cancer in 1947 at the age of 62. His death notice

appeared in the newspaper. A translation:

With deep sorrow we hereby let it be known my dear husband and our

father JOHN EDWARD MATTSON born in Malax, Finland on the 20th

of December 1884, passed away in New York on the 13th of August

1947 after a long, patient suffering. Mourned by wife, a son, three

stepchildren, a brother in Escanaba, Mich., three brothers and two

sisters in Finland as well as other relatives and friends. Amanda and

Melvin Mattson.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bing_%26_Bing
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John Edward Mattson death notice

The lower part of the death notice is an old Swedish psalm, roughly

translated as:

The earth’s disquiet yields in face of lasting peace.

Death reconciles all, heaven glorifies all.

Although storms of life may rage on land and sea

I will find a safe place in the palm of God’s Hand.

He protects me, He protects me

And all sorrow and distress disappear.

He protects me, He protects me

In the palm of his Hand.
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Amanda Strom Mattson and her daughter Ellen, unknown date

Amanda lived on for many more years, spending her later years with her

daughter Ellen in Loma Linda, California. Amanda Strom died in 1973 at

the age of 89.

Appendix 1: Sources, Caveats, and Other Tedious

Details For Genealogy Nerds

When Mom passed the genealogy torch to me back in the late 1990s, she

gave me lots of documents and photos for her ancestors, but very little for

Dad’s ancestors. It turns out that Mom’s family is very well suited for

research on sites like Ancestry.com. Between circa 2000-2010, I was able

to fill in a lot of information on Mom’s ancestors, and I started the

genealogy site wild-roots.org.

However, I had next to nothing for Dad’s family. I knew the names and

dates of birth of both of his parents and I knew that they both spoke

Swedish. I knew that they were immigrants and that they had lived in

Gardner, Massachusetts and the Bronx, New York. That was enough

information to allow me to research their lives in the U.S. on Ancestry.com

https://www.wild-roots.org/
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and other sites, starting with their Ellis Island records – which is when I

learned that they came from Finland, not Sweden, which led to learning

about that whole Swedish-Finn thing. The documents from Mom included

the marriage certificate from when Dad’s parents got married in

Massachusetts in 1926. This certificate included the names of all four of

Dad’s grandparents – great! – but no other information about them.

Ancestry.com and similar sites had few if any records from Finland, and

attempts to search them with my limited information never turned up

anything convincing.

After Dad died in 2010, Lori packaged up his papers, photos, and other

memorabilia and shipped them to me. In the package were a couple of

letters from Dad’s uncle’s family in Finland. They were dated in the early

1960s, and thanked Dad for some money he had recently sent to them. The

letters were in Swedish and difficult to read (on that very thin paper used

back then for “air mail”). As I recall, Monica was instrumental in helping

me get translations of those letters. I posted images of the letters on wild-

roots.org as well as the translations.

In 2013, a 70-something year old woman in Helsinki was learning how to

use the internet. She entered her name into Google – Birgitta Branting –

and was astonished to land on wild-roots.org (specifically on Dad’s page on

wild-roots.org, which is where I had posted those letters). She reached out

to me, and the two of us had a very pleasant little email conversation (with

lots of help from Google Translate). Birgitta is a daughter of Ed Mattson’s

younger brother Axel (1895-1973), and hence, a first cousin of Dad’s. She

was a teenager in the early 1960s, and had been the one to actually write

those letters on behalf of the family and had signed her name – and the

magic of Google then connected her with me all these years later. Birgitta

was very helpful in providing information about Ed Mattson’s siblings in

Finland, but she did not know anything useful about prior generations, oh

well. And my attempts to research Finland records on-line were still

fruitless.

In early 2021, I was on the Swedish Finn Historical Society (SFHS)

website, when I saw that members were entitled to a few free hours of free

genealogy assistance every year. By then, I had been a dues paying SFHS

member for several years, so I decided to submit the name and birth date

of my grandfather John Edward Mattson, as well as the names of his

parents (Mattias Baddar and Ulla B. Stolpe) and see what would happen.
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A couple of months later, the SFHS emailed me back five images of church

records for these families – and these was exactly the key I needed in

order to research my Swedish ancestry in Finland. I was so pleased with

my results that a year later, I sent them Amanda Ström’s birthdate and the

names of her parents (Erick Ström and Maria Gästgivfar), and I was again

rewarded with exactly the information I needed.

Lutheran church in Malax. Note the “Stolpe” headstone in the

foreground.

The Lutheran church in Finland kept detailed records on its parishioners.

In particular, “family communion records” tracked how often parishioners

received communion; their proficiency in religious studies; their smallpox

vaccination status; their date of birth; and their role in a family (wife,

daughter, son-in-law, illegitimate daughter, stepson, widow, etc.). They

often included other information such as the year someone left Malax or

arrived in Malax, which farm a new wife came from, date of marriage, and

date of death. Occasionally they noted someone’s occupation. The records

take some effort to decipher; they are in Swedish (of course!) and the

handwriting can be challenging to read, especially on older records.

Another challenge with these records is the inconsistency of how a

person’s name is listed. For example, Dad’s great great grandfather Matts

Mattson Hellberg (1781-1851) appears variously in church records as

Matts Bohm, Matts Bohm Mattson, Matts Mattson, Matts Hacko and Matts
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Hellberg. So how can I possibly know that all of these are the same

person?

Fortunately, the church kept meticulous notes of everybody’s birth dates,

which made it possible to track people across the years. So if I found a

record for someone in the Malax church records with a name at all similar

to Matts Bohm etc. AND if the individual was born on October 7, 1781,

then I could confidently assume I had the correct individual. Malax was a

rural area with only a few thousand people; two people with similar names

having the IDENTICAL date of birth would be very unlikely (ignoring twins

etc.). Further, once a person married and had some children, with all of

those names and birth dates together as a family in the family communion

records, it is obvious that you are looking at the same people across the

years, even if their names vary somewhat over time. Also, this society was

very stable, with families remaining in the same place for generations,

which vastly simplified this research.

There were 45 farms near Övermalax that were tracked by number in the

church records. Several of these farms appear in Melvin Mattson’s family

tree:

#3 - Stolpe

#4 - Fogde

#5 - Ström

#6 - Gästgifvar

#8 - Svefvar

#10 - Baddar

#13 - Gullman

Two other farms just a few miles away in Yttermalax (nearer to Malax) also

appear in the family tree:

#15 - Kas

#16 - Holm

As previously noted, Malax and Övermalax were not very populous and

families commonly stayed in the same place for generations. A certain

amount of intermarriage was likely inevitable. As I traced the ancestries of

Mattias Baddar and Ulla Bata Stolpe, I realized that they were second

cousins! They share a set of great grandparents: Matts Mattsson Gullman

(1760-1808) and Elizabeth Mattsdotter (1762-1835). Mattias and Ulla Bata
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also share a set of great great grandparents in a different direction in the

family tree: Marcus Mickelsson Fogde (1740-1812) and Margaret

Eriksdotter Berg (1741-1812). I have not yet found any such connections

within Amanda Strom’s family tree, which surprises me a little because of

the pattern of people from the Ström and Gästgifvar farms marrying each

other.

On-line records for the Malax church are only available up to about 1860.

This is one reason why my earlier attempts to research Finland records

were unsuccessful. Amanda Strom and Ed Mattson were both born in the

early 1880s, so their birth records were not on-line. The Swedish Finn

Historical Society was instrumental in providing me with the information I

needed to bridge the gap from the 1880s to 1860, and then I could use

family communion records to build the family tree.

Most of the information in this document was gleaned from family

communion records. I manually examined many family communion records

during my research, growing my Swedish vocabulary along the way. I also

used a few other sources:

As previously noted, Birgitta Branting in Helsinki was helpful in

providing names and dates for Ed Mattson’s siblings.

FamilySearch.org, a free genealogy site maintained by the LDS

church, has death dates and other data automatically pre-filled for

some people, though the source of the data is not clearly documented.

I considered this sort of information to be reliable enough for my

purposes.

Similarly, sites like FamilySearch.org and Ancestry.com allow users to

enter data and create their own family trees. These trees contain the

sort of information that might be in family bibles or other family lore,

but not otherwise available on line. For example, on Ancestry.com, I

found a tree that was clearly created by my cousin, the younger

daughter of Dad’s half brother Oren and his wife Signe. Her tree had

information about Amanda Strom’s first husband Isak, who would

have been her grandfather. Again, I considered this sort of information

to be reliable enough for my purposes.

When I contacted the SFHS in 2022 for assistance with researching

Amanda Ström, they were particularly busy and referred me to Alf
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Blomquist in Finland, a Swedish Finn and genealogy aficionado. Alf, in

turn, reached out to a genealogist friend in Malax, who readily

provided me with a .pdf outlining the history of Amanda’s family. The

contents of that .pdf are contained in Appendix 2.

The locations of specific farms near Malax were obtained from the

National Land Survey of Finland. You can also see these farm locations

in Google Maps

I consider the information in this document to be generally accurate. The

most likely errors are those of omission, especially after about 1860. Also,

some of the dates might be a little off – some older family communion

records are very difficult to read. The month and date of a life event were

written smaller than the year, and hence were more likely to be misread.

Researching our Swedish ancestors was successful because they lived in a

very organized and stable society which was well documented by the

Lutheran church. Most of them either lived in one place for their entire

life, or only moved once, and then only a few miles. Fortunately for me, the

Swedish Finn Historical Society was available to support this research

effort – I would not have been able to pull this off without them. If this

aspect of your heritage interests you, I encourage you to check out their

web page.

Appendix 2: Amanda Ström Family Genealogy

https://kartta.paikkatietoikkuna.fi/
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1P1SAexHlRTyGfyq3SkoYbtm4rli7PLw&usp=sharing
https://www.swedishfinnhistoricalsociety.org/
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